Hello!

TL;DR: Come to a Rice Psychology virtual open house Friday, November 5th!

We are writing as faculty and graduate students of the Department of Psychological Sciences at Rice University, and as members of the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee, to invite you to join us for a virtual open house!

With the ultimate vision of creating and maintaining a diverse and inclusive community, the goals of this session are (1) to help current students and/or working adults learn more about the variety of paths available through graduate degrees in psychology, and (2) to introduce students/working adults to the specific opportunities at Rice. We hope to demystify the application process and grad student experience. We are particularly interested in inviting Black/African American, Latinx, and Native American students to attend.

We will briefly describe ongoing research projects in each of our research interest groups (e.g., Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience, Industrial-Organizational Psychology, Human Factors Psychology, Health Psychology & Behavioral Medicine). Before opening up for Q&A, we will also discuss frequently asked questions like what kinds of jobs are available with these degrees, how to construct a successful application, and what a day in the life of a graduate student looks like.

We hope you will join us on Friday, November 5th, 2021 from 3:30pm-4:30pm Central Time! To register and receive the zoom link, please click here. Feel free to contact lydia.wu@rice.edu or roslyn.a.shanklin@rice.edu with any questions!

Warmly,

The Rice Psychological Sciences DE&I Committee

--

Lydia Wu
Graduate Student Researcher
BMED Lab
Department of Psychological Sciences
Rice University
6500 Main St - MS201
Houston, TX 77030
Phone: 713-348-8126
Email: lw50@rice.edu
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